
PB55
WALK-BEHIND POWER  SWEEPER

PB55 power sweeper 
delivers unrivalled 
sweeping ability in a 
compact and sturdy 
design. 

PB55’s robust construction and quiet performance make it perfect 
for small indoor and outdoor areas. The 680mm-wide sweeping path 
uses a main broom and one side broom to clean quickly and reliably. 

A direct throw sweeping system ensures a dust-free clean every 
time, so you can get the job done in less time, with less effort. The 
36-litre waste hopper allows for longer use before emptying, and is 
powder coated to prevent cracking or warping. 

MANOEUVRABLE AND EFFICIENT
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FEATURES 

 º The direct throw sweeping system pitches debris directly into the hopper

 º Rugged, powder coated steel construction, making this machine corrosive  
resistant and built to last

 º 2m2 horizontally installed panel filter allows dust to fall naturally out of filter  
during shaking

 º Manual filter shaker, reduces the need to remove filters for cleaning

 º Easily adjustable main broom suitable for every floor condition

 º 36L powder coated steel waste hopper, larger size allowing for longer use before emptying and resists 
cracking and warping 

 º Complete with traction drive to increase productivity and reduce operator fatigue

 º Adjustable handle bar suited to jobs where multiple operators may use a single machine comfortably 
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SPECIFICATIONS PB55ET PB55SH

Cleaning Width 680mm sweep path with main broom and one 
side broom

680mm sweep path with main broom and one 
side broom

Theoretical Cleaning Capacity 2,700m2 per hour (max. speed) 2,700m2 per hour

Power Supply 12V, 150Ah deep cycle battery 4 HP Honda Engine, Recoil Start

Waste Hopper Bin Capacity 36L 36L

Filter Type 2m2 panel filter 2m2 panel filter

Machine Dimensions 1340 (L) x 680 (W) x 980 (H)mm 1340 (L) x 680 (W) x 980 (H)mm

Weight 135kg 96kg
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